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(57) A management server (2) communicates with
relay units (3) through a LAN, the relay units (3) are ca-
pable of communicating with wireless terminals (5),
which are divided into groups, by short-range wireless
communication, and the management server (2) trans-
mits and receives information with the wireless terminals
(5) through the relay units (3). A basic frame contains a
synchronization signal for synchronizing the wireless ter-
minals (5) to the relay units (3) and a data group for the
respective wireless terminals (5). The wireless terminal
(5) receives self-addressed data while synchronizing
with the relay unit (3) by means of the synchronization
signal. The management server (2) has a fast mode in
which a duration of the basic frame is generated in T1
seconds and a normal mode in which the duration is gen-
erated in T2 seconds. In this case, T1<T2. The manage-
ment server (2) generates the basic frame in the fast
mode to transmit the basic frame when a quick response
from the wireless terminals (5) is needed, and generates
the basic frame in the normal mode to transmit the basic
frame when only the synchronization is to be maintained.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an information
processing apparatus, a wireless terminal, an informa-
tion processing program, and a wireless terminal pro-
gram for, for example, reducing power consumption at
the wireless terminal.

Background Art

[0002] In a store, shelf labels each displaying a price
and the like of a product are placed on store shelves for
convenience of customers.
The shelf labels are generally created by printing or hand-
writing on a paper medium, but in recent years, there has
been an increasing use of electronic shelf labels each
displaying product information on a liquid crystal display
unit.
The electronic shelf label receives display information
through, for example, infrared ray or the like and displays
the received display information on the liquid crystal dis-
play unit.
[0003] It is important for the electronic shelf label to
reduce power consumption, and one technology for the
purpose is the following Patent Literature 1 entitled
"channel search method and communication apparatus
using the same".
This technology involves having a circuit in an operating
state during a period in which the electronic shelf label
searches for a beacon from a base station, and shifting
to a sleep state during other periods, to thereby reduce
power consumption.
[0004] The electronic shelf label is required to operate
on a small battery for at least several years. At the same
time, there are cases where a large number of electronic
shelf labels are overwritten in a short period of time, and
hence it is necessary to ensure a quick response of the
electronic shelf label while suppressing power consump-
tion.
However, the electronic shelf label of Patent Literature 1
employs a fixed synchronization period. Therefore, there
has been a problem in that, when the synchronization
period is shortened to increase the speed of the re-
sponse, power consumption is increased, and when the
synchronization period is set longer to decrease power
consumption, the response becomes slower.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005] [PTL 1] JP 2007-221392 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to ensure
the necessary speed of response while reducing power
consumption of a wireless terminal.

Solution to Problem

[0007] The present invention has been made in order
to achieve the above-mentioned object, and in the inven-
tion according to claim 1, there is provided an information
processing apparatus for transmitting information in a ba-
sic frame to wireless terminals, each of which maintains
a sleep state and maintains an operating state at least
during a period for receiving predetermined information
for the wireless terminal itself, the information processing
apparatus including: duration acquisition means for ac-
quiring a duration of the basic frame; basic frame config-
uration means for configuring the basic frame of the ac-
quired duration by using synchronization information, in-
dividual data, and timing information indicating a recep-
tion timing of next synchronization information in the ba-
sic frame for the each of the wireless terminals; and in-
formation transmission means for transmitting informa-
tion configured as the basic frame.
In the invention according to claim 2, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to claim
1, in which the duration acquisition means acquires a first
duration when there is at least one individual data item,
and acquires a second duration longer than the first du-
ration when there is no individual data.
In the invention according to claim 3, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to claim
1 or 2, in which the wireless terminals are divided into
groups, and in which the basic frame configuration
means divides in time the synchronization information,
the individual data, and the timing information for each
of the groups, and further divides in time the individual
data, which has been divided in time for the each of the
groups, in the each of the groups.
In the invention according to claim 4, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to claim
1, 2, or 3, in which the basic frame configuration means
provides, in the basic frame, an individual data reception
list divided in time for each group, for instructing a recep-
tion timing of the individual data for the each of the wire-
less terminals.
In the invention according to claim 5, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to claim
4, in which the basic frame configuration means provides,
before the individual data reception list, presence/ab-
sence information representing presence or absence of
the individual data for wireless terminals belonging to the
each group in the individual data reception list.
In the invention according to claim 6, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to claim
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5, in which the wireless terminals belonging to the each
group are further divided into logical groups in the each
group, and in which the presence/absence information
is set for each of the logical groups.
In the invention according to claim 7, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 6, in which the basic frame configuration
means provides, in the basic frame, a wireless terminal
transmission period for the wireless terminals to transmit
data.
In the invention according to claim 8, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 7, further including auxiliary synchro-
nization information transmission means for transmitting
auxiliary synchronization information at regular intervals
between two temporally adjacent synchronization infor-
mation items.
In the invention according to claim 9, there is provided
an information processing apparatus according to any
one of claims 1 to 8, further including: sleep information
transmission means for transmitting sleep information for
setting the wireless terminals to the sleep state; and re-
covery information transmission means for transmitting
recovery information for causing the wireless terminals,
which have been in the sleep state based on the trans-
mitted sleep information, to recover from the sleep state,
in which the recovery information transmission means
repeats the transmission of the recovery information in
a range including a maximum error of a clock with which
the wireless terminals measure a predetermined time pe-
riod.
In the invention according to claim 10, there is provided
a wireless terminal, which receives information transmit-
ted in a basic frame from the information processing ap-
paratus according to claim 1, including: information re-
ception means for receiving synchronization information,
individual data, and timing information for the wireless
terminal from the information transmitted in the basic
frame based on timing information received in a preced-
ing basic frame; and state control means for setting the
information reception means to an operating state at least
during periods for receiving the synchronization informa-
tion, the individual data, and the timing information, and
to a sleep state in other periods.
In the invention according to claim 11, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to claim 10, in which, in the
basic frame, an individual data reception list divided in
time for each group, for instructing a reception timing of
the individual data for each wireless terminal is transmit-
ted, in which the information reception means receives
the transmitted individual data reception list, and in which
the state control means sets the information reception
means to the operating state at a timing at which the
individual data reception list is received and at the recep-
tion timing instructed in the individual data reception list,
and sets the information reception means to the sleep
state when the reception timing is not instructed in the
individual data reception list.

In the invention according to claim 12, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to claim 11, in which, in the
basic frame, presence/absence information representing
presence or absence of the individual data for wireless
terminals belonging to the each group in the individual
data reception list is transmitted before the individual data
reception list, in which the information reception means
receives the transmitted presence/absence information,
and in which the state control means sets the information
reception means to the operating state when the pres-
ence/absence information is received, and sets the in-
formation reception means to the sleep state at a time of
receiving the individual data reception list when the pres-
ence/absence information represents that there is no in-
dividual data.
In the invention according to claim 13, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to claim 12, in which the
wireless terminals belonging to the each group are further
divided into logical groups in the each group, the pres-
ence/absence information being set for each of the log-
ical groups, and in which the state control means sets
the information reception means to the sleep state at the
time of receiving the individual data reception list when
the presence/absence information for its own logical
group represents that there is no individual data.
In the invention according to claim 14, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to any one of claims 10 to
13, in which, in the basic frame, a wireless terminal trans-
mission period for the wireless terminal to transmit data
is provided, and in which the wireless terminal further
includes data transmission means for transmitting data
in the wireless terminal transmission period.
In the invention according to claim 15, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to any one of claims 10 to
14, further including auxiliary synchronization means for
synchronizing to auxiliary synchronization information,
which is transmitted at regular intervals between two tem-
porally adjacent synchronization information items, when
the wireless terminal fails to receive the synchronization
information transmitted in the basic frame, to thereby syn-
chronize to the synchronization information to be trans-
mitted in a next basic frame.
In the invention according to claim 16, there is provided
a wireless terminal according to any one of claims 10 to
15, further including: sleep means for receiving a sleep
signal and going to sleep for a predetermined time period;
and recovery means for receiving a recovery signal in
the sleep state and recovering from the sleep state.
In the invention according to claim 17, there is provided
an information processing program for causing a com-
puter to realize a function of transmitting information in
a basic frame to wireless terminals, each of which main-
tains a sleep state and maintains an operating state at
least during a period for receiving predetermined infor-
mation for the wireless terminal itself, the information
processing program causing the computer to realize: a
duration acquisition function of acquiring a duration of
the basic frame; a basic frame configuration function of
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configuring the basic frame of the acquired duration by
using synchronization information, individual data, and
timing information indicating a reception timing of next
synchronization information in the basic frame for the
each of the wireless terminals; and a transmission func-
tion of transmitting information configured as the basic
frame.
In the invention according to claim 18, there is provided
a wireless terminal program for causing a computer to
realize a function of receiving information transmitted in
a basic frame from the information processing apparatus
according to claim 1, the wireless terminal program caus-
ing the computer to realize: an information reception
function of receiving synchronization information, individ-
ual data, and timing information for a wireless terminal
from the information transmitted in the basic frame based
on timing information received in a preceding basic
frame; and a state control function of setting the informa-
tion reception function to an operating state at least dur-
ing periods for receiving the synchronization information,
the individual data, and the timing information, and to a
sleep state in other periods.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the present invention, the synchro-
nization period is changed, and hence the data commu-
nication may be performed at a necessary speed while
reducing power consumption of the wireless terminal.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example
of a network configuration of a wireless communica-
tion system.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example
of hardware configurations of a management server,
a relay unit, and a wireless terminal.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example
of a logical configuration of a group DB.
[FIGS. 4] FIGS. 4 are charts for illustrating a config-
uration of a basic frame.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the configu-
ration of the basic frame in more detail.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a chart for illustrating a data com-
munication operation of wireless terminals.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a chart for illustrating an auxiliary
synchronization signal.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 is a diagram for illustrating switching
between a fast mode and a normal mode.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is a diagram for illustrating a sleep
mode.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a message sequence chart for
illustrating an overall operation of the wireless com-
munication system.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is a flow chart for illustrating a mode

switching processing.
[FIG. 12] FIG. 12 is a flow chart for illustrating a pro-
cedure of a basic frame configuration processing of
a management server.
[FIG. 13] FIG. 13 is a flow chart for illustrating a pro-
cedure of a reception processing.
[FIG. 14] FIG. 14 is a flow chart for illustrating an
individual data reception processing.
[FIG. 15] FIG. 15 is a diagram for illustrating a mod-
ified example of an embodiment.
[FIG. 16] FIG. 16 is a diagram for illustrating another
modified example of the embodiment.
[FIG. 17] FIG. 17 is a diagram for illustrating a main
synchronization signal of the another modified ex-
ample of the embodiment.
[FIGS. 18] FIGS. 18 are diagrams for illustrating
group DBs of the another modified example of the
embodiment.

Description of Embodiment

(1) Overview of Embodiment

[0010] A management server 2 (FIG. 1) communicates
with relay units 3 through a local area network (LAN), the
relay units 3 are capable of communicating with wireless
terminals 5, which are divided into groups, by short-range
wireless communication, and the management server 2
transmits and receives information with the wireless ter-
minals 5 through the relay units 3. The wireless terminals
5 are, for example, shelf labels placed on store shelves
of a store.
[0011] The management server 2 performs transmis-
sion and reception with respect to the wireless terminals
5 in units of a basic frame, which is a section for trans-
mitting and receiving data.
The basic frame contains a synchronization signal for
synchronizing the wireless terminals 5 to the relay units
3 and a data group for the respective wireless terminals
5. The wireless terminal 5 receives self-addressed data
while synchronizing with the relay unit 3 by means of the
synchronization signal, and displays product information
such as a product name and a price on a liquid crystal
screen.
The management server 2 has a fast mode in which a
duration of the basic frame is configured (generated) in
T1 seconds and a normal mode in which the duration is
configured in T2 seconds. In this case, T1<T2.
The wireless terminal 5 is configured to stay in a sleep
state wherever possible, except for the reception of the
synchronization signal and the communication of the da-
ta, to thereby suppress power consumption as much as
possible.
[0012] The management server 2 configures the basic
frame in the fast mode to transmit information consisting
of communication signals when a quick response from
the wireless terminal 5 is needed, for example, at the
time of overwriting the displayed content, and configures
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the basic frame in the normal mode to transmit informa-
tion when there is no data to be transmitted in particular
and only the synchronization is to be maintained.
The wireless terminal 5 performs synchronization at in-
tervals of T1 seconds in the fast mode, to thereby quickly
respond to an instruction from the management server
2, and performs synchronization at intervals of T2 sec-
onds in the normal mode in which the data reception is
not needed, to thereby save power consumption in the
wireless terminal 5.
[0013] As described above, the management server 2
causes the wireless terminal 5 to synchronize in the nor-
mal mode when a quick response from the wireless ter-
minal 5 is not needed, to thereby save power consump-
tion of the wireless terminal 5, and causes the wireless
terminal 5 to synchronize in the fast mode when a quick
response from the wireless terminal 5 is needed, to there-
by synchronize the wireless terminal 5 at high speed.
Therefore, the management server 2 may decrease pow-
er consumption of the wireless terminal 5 and operate
the wireless terminal 5 quickly.
[0014] For instance, in such an application as an elec-
tronic shelf label system, the data communication is not
performed frequently, but when the data communication
is actually performed, a high-speed response and a high-
speed communication processing are required.
Therefore, in this embodiment, the duration of the basic
frame is varied, to thereby reduce power consumption of
a wireless terminal operating on a battery, with the result
that a longer life of the battery may be realized and the
above-mentioned demands may be satisfied.

(2) Details of Embodiment

[0015] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
network configuration of a wireless communication sys-
tem 1 of this embodiment.
The wireless communication system 1 is constituted of
the management server 2, relay units 3a, 3b, ..., wireless
terminals 5a1, 5a2, ... serving as electronic shelf labels,
a mobile terminal 4, and the like.
The wireless communication system 1 serves as a vari-
able-length basic frame communication system in which
the duration of the basic frame is varied as described
below.
Hereinafter, when the relay units and the wireless termi-
nals are not specifically distinguished, the relay units and
the wireless terminals are simply denoted by 3 and 5,
respectively.
[0016] The management server 2 is a server for com-
municating with and setting the displayed content of the
wireless terminals 5, and is placed, for example, in an
office of a store or the like.
The management server 2 serves as an information
processing apparatus for transmitting information in the
basic frame to the wireless terminals, each of which main-
tains the sleep state (sleep) and maintains an operating
state at least during a period for receiving predetermined

self-addressed information.
The management server 2 communicates with the relay
units 3 through a wired or wireless local area network
(LAN) and with the wireless terminals 5 through the relay
units 3.
The management server 2 thus transmits data (herein-
after, individual data) individually addressed to (for) the
respective wireless terminals 5 to cause the wireless ter-
minals 5 to overwrite the displayed content.
[0017] The management server 2 configures a data
section called a basic frame, which contains the synchro-
nization signal, the individual data for the respective wire-
less terminals 5, and the like and is transmitted to the
wireless terminals 5, and has the fast mode in which the
duration of the basic frame is T1 seconds (first duration)
and the normal mode in which the duration is T2 seconds
(second duration).
In this case, T1<T2, and in this embodiment, T1 is 3 sec-
onds and T2 is 30 seconds, as an example.
In accordance with the durations, the wireless terminals
5 perform synchronization every 3 seconds in the fast
mode, and every 30 seconds in the normal mode.
[0018] The management server 2 configures and
transmits the basic frame in the normal mode when, for
example, there is no individual data to be transmitted to
the wireless terminals 5, because the wireless terminals
5 do not need to respond at high speed.
The management server 2 configures and transmits the
basic frame in the fast mode when, for example, the mo-
bile terminal 4 described below is switched ON or when
data is to be transmitted from the management server 2,
because the wireless terminal 5 needs to respond at high
speed.
[0019] As described above, the management server 2
includes duration acquisition means for acquiring the first
duration (T1) when there is at least one individual data
item, and for acquiring the second duration (T2), which
is longer than the first duration, when there is no individual
data.
[0020] Further, in addition to the normal mode and the
fast mode, the management server 2 may set the wireless
terminals 5 to a sleep mode.
In the sleep mode, the management server 2 configures
the basic frame for putting the terminal to sleep, to there-
by put the wireless terminals 5 to sleep.
The sleep mode is used, for example, when the store is
closed at night, during which the wireless terminals 5 do
not need to operate, for putting the wireless terminals 5
to sleep, to thereby decrease power consumption further
than the fast mode and the normal mode.
The management server 2 may transmit a wake-up no-
tification to the wireless terminals 5 and cause the wire-
less terminals 5 to recover to a state of operating in the
normal mode or the fast mode.
[0021] As described above, the management server 2
includes sleep information transmission means for trans-
mitting sleep information for setting the wireless terminals
5 to the sleep state (basic frame for putting the terminal
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to sleep), and recovery information transmission means
for transmitting recovery information (wake-up notifica-
tion) for causing the wireless terminals 5, which have
been in the sleep state in accordance with the sleep in-
formation, to recover from the sleep state.
[0022] The relay units 3 are placed, for example, on
ceilings or pillars of the store, and communicate with the
management server 2 through the LAN and with the wire-
less terminals 5 located nearby through short-range wire-
less communication, to thereby relay communication be-
tween the management server 2 and the wireless termi-
nals 5.
The reason why the communication between the man-
agement server 2 and the wireless terminals 5 is relayed
by the relay units 3 is because power consumption of the
wireless terminals 5 may be reduced when the wireless
terminals 5 perform short-range wireless communication
with the relay units 3 than when the wireless terminals 5
perform far field communication.
[0023] The wireless terminals 5 are electronic shelf la-
bels, and are each placed on a shelf of the store to display
a name, a price, and the like of a product on a liquid
crystal screen.
The wireless terminals 5 are divided into groups for each
relay unit 3, and in the example of FIG. 1, for example,
the relay unit 3a is associated with wireless terminals
5a1, 5a2, ... in a group 6a, and the relay unit 3b is asso-
ciated with wireless terminals 5b1, 5b2, ... in a group 6b.
The groups 6 are formed by causing, when a wireless
terminal 5 is placed on a store shelf, the wireless terminal
5 to search for the relay units 3 nearby and detect the
relay unit 3 having the best radio wave condition, and
linking the wireless terminal 5 and the relay unit 3 by the
management server 2.
[0024] Though described later in detail, the basic frame
is divided in time, and the wireless terminal 5 suppresses
power consumption by sleeping in periods not necessary
for the wireless terminal 5 itself except for the period in
which the synchronization signal in the basic frame is
received and the period in which self-addressed individ-
ual data and the like are received.
Therefore, in a case where there is no individual data
addressed to the wireless terminal 5, a synchronization
period is set longer in the normal mode, to thereby de-
crease the frequency of synchronizing the wireless ter-
minal 5 and suppress power consumption of the wireless
terminal 5.
[0025] The mobile terminal 4 is a handy terminal op-
erated by a person in charge or the like of the store in a
sales floor or the like for overwriting the displayed content
of the wireless terminal 5.
When the mobile terminal 4 is set to an ON state by a
user, the mobile terminal 4 communicates with the relay
unit 3 having the best radio wave condition by, for exam-
ple, short field communication to provide a notification
that the mobile terminal 4 is turned ON to the manage-
ment server 2. With the notification as the trigger, the
management server 2 may switch from the normal mode

to the fast mode.
[0026] The wireless terminal 5 displays a terminal ID
in a form of a barcode or the like. The person in charge
reads the terminal ID by the mobile terminal 4, and inputs
an overwritten displayed content (such as discounted
price) to be transmitted to the management server 2
through the relay unit 3.
Then, the management server 2 transmits the individual
data to the wireless terminal 5 in the fast mode and over-
writes the displayed content of the wireless terminal 5.
[0027] As described above, the management server 2
configures the basic frame in the normal mode to de-
crease power consumption of the wireless terminal 5
when a high-speed response of the wireless terminal 5
is not needed, and configures the basic frame in the fast
mode to realize a high-speed response of the wireless
terminal 5 when the high-speed response of the wireless
terminal 5 is needed.
Then, when there is no need to synchronize the wireless
terminal 5, the management server 2 configures the basic
frame for putting the wireless terminal 5 to sleep, to there-
by set the wireless terminal 5 to the sleep state and further
save power consumption of the wireless terminal 5.
[0028] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of
hardware configurations of the management server 2,
the relay unit 3, and the wireless terminal 5.
The management server 2 is constituted of a central
processing unit (CPU) 21, a random access memory
(RAM) 22, a storage medium 23, a clock 24, a display
unit 25, an operation unit 26, a LAN connection interface
(I/F) 27, and the like.
The CPU 21 is a central processing unit for executing
programs stored in the storage medium 23 or the like to
control various operations and sections of the manage-
ment server 2.
The RAM 22 is a random access memory for providing
a working memory to the CPU 21.
[0029] The storage medium 23 is constituted of, for
example, a hard disk, a semiconductor device, or the like
and stores various programs and data. In this embodi-
ment, the storage medium 23 stores a program for com-
municating with the wireless terminal 5 or the like to man-
age the wireless communication system 1, a group da-
tabase (DB) in which the wireless terminals 5 are divided
into groups and registered, and the like.
The clock 24 is constituted of, for example, a crystal os-
cillator or the like and generates a clock signal.
[0030] The display unit 25 is constituted of, for exam-
ple, a liquid crystal display or the like and displays various
screens such as an operation screen used by the person
in charge in operating the management server 2.
The operation unit 26 includes, for example, an operation
terminal such as a keyboard and a mouse, and receives
an operation on the management server 2 from the per-
son in charge.
The LAN connection I/F 27 is a wired or wireless LAN
and communicates with the relay unit 3.
[0031] The relay unit 3 includes a CPU 31, a RAM 32,
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a storage medium 33, a clock 34, a LAN connection I/F
35, a short-range wireless communication I/F 36, and the
like.
The CPU 31 is a central processing unit for executing
programs stored in the storage medium 33 or the like to
perform a relay function or control sections of the relay
unit 3.
The RAM 32 is a random access memory for providing
a working memory to the CPU 31, and temporarily stores,
among other things, information transmitted from the
management server 2 before transmitting the information
to the wireless terminal 5.
[0032] The storage medium 33 is constituted of, for
example, a semiconductor device or the like and stores
various programs and data. In this embodiment, the stor-
age medium 33 stores a program for relaying communi-
cation between the management server 2 and the wire-
less terminal 5, and a relay unit ID, which is its own unique
information.
The clock 34 is constituted of, for example, a crystal os-
cillator or the like and generates a clock signal.
The LAN connection I/F 35 is a wired or wireless LAN
and communicates with the management server 2.
The short-range wireless communication I/F 36 performs
short-range wireless communication with the wireless
terminal 5.
[0033] The wireless terminal 5 includes a CPU 51, a
RAM 52, a storage medium 53, a clock 54, a display unit
55, a short-range wireless communication I/F 56, a bat-
tery 57, a terminal ID display unit 58, a participation switch
59, and the like.
The CPU 51 is a central processing unit for executing
programs stored in the storage medium 53 or the like to
perform an electronic shelf label function or control sec-
tions of the wireless terminal 5.
The RAM 52 is a random access memory for providing
a working memory to the CPU 51, and stores the relay
unit ID of the relay unit 3 to which the wireless terminal
5 is associated when participating in the wireless com-
munication system 1, the synchronization signal trans-
mitted from the relay unit 3, and other such data.
[0034] The storage medium 53 is constituted of, for
example, a semiconductor device or the like and stores
various programs and data. In this embodiment, the stor-
age medium 53 stores a program for communicating with
the management server 2 to cause the display unit 55 to
perform display, and a terminal ID, which is its own unique
information.
The clock 54 is constituted of, for example, a crystal os-
cillator or the like and is used to count timings at which
the wireless terminal 5 performs various processings and
to measure time.
The display unit 55 is constituted by using, for example,
a memory liquid crystal display, and is configured to con-
sume power at the time of overwriting the displayed con-
tent and not to consume power during a display period.
[0035] The short-range wireless communication I/F 56
performs short-range wireless communication with the

relay unit 3.
The battery 57 is constituted of, for example, a so-called
button battery or the like and supplies power for driving
the wireless terminal 5.
The terminal ID display unit 58 is a medium on which the
terminal ID is printed in the form of the barcode or the
like, and is attached to the surface of the wireless terminal
5 to be used when the terminal ID of the wireless terminal
5 is read by the mobile terminal 4 or the like.
The participation switch 59 is a button to be depressed
when the wireless terminal 5 is placed on the store shelf
to participate in the management server 2.
Note that, the participation switch 59 is not necessarily
needed, and various forms may be possible, such as
performing a participation processing automatically
when, for example, the wireless terminal 5 is powered
ON.
[0036] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
logical configuration of the group DB stored in the storage
medium 23 of the management server 2.
The item "group ID" is an identification (ID) assigned to
a group.
The item "relay unit ID" is the relay unit ID of the relay
unit 3 belonging to the group, and one relay unit 3 is set
for each group.
The item "terminal ID" includes terminal IDs of the wire-
less terminals 5 associated with the relay unit.
[0037] In the example of the figure, the relay unit 3
having the relay unit ID "31" is set to a group having the
group ID "001", and the wireless terminals 5 having the
terminal IDs "65147", ... are associated with the relay unit
3.
Note that, in this example, the relay unit ID and the ter-
minal IDs are used as information for identifying the relay
unit 3 and the wireless terminals 5, but any information
such as addresses of the devices may be used as long
as the devices may be identified.
Further, as described below in a modified example, log-
ical groups may be set further in the group.
[0038] FIG. 4(a) is a chart for illustrating a configuration
of the basic frame. This configuration is common to the
normal mode and the fast mode.
The basic frame includes, in a duration of the basic frame,
the synchronization period in which the synchronization
signal is transmitted to the wireless terminals 5, a data
period for transmitting a data group consisting of the in-
dividual data for the wireless terminals 5, and a partici-
pation period for transmitting data to be transmitted from
the wireless terminals 5 to the management server 2, if
any, in the stated order. The synchronization period is
divided in time for each group 6 of the wireless terminals
5, and the data period is provided for each group 6.
[0039] A start timing of the data period is defined by a
main synchronization signal (described later) to be trans-
mitted in the synchronization period of the same group
6, and an end timing is a time point at which there is no
more data to be transmitted.
As described above, the data period may be set arbitrarily
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by the main synchronization signal, and hence flexible
operation may be performed depending on the situation.
For example, the order of data transmission may be pri-
oritized so that the group 6 having a larger amount of
data transmits first, or the data period for the group 6
having a smaller amount of data may be shortened.
[0040] In the example of the figure, the synchronization
period is divided in time into a synchronization period Sa
for the relay unit 3a, a synchronization period Sb for the
relay unit 3b, ..., and a synchronization period Sn for the
relay unit 3n. In the synchronization periods, the synchro-
nization signals addressed to the respective groups are
transmitted.
The data period following the synchronization periods is
sectioned, in accordance with the synchronization peri-
ods Sa to Sn, into a data period Da for the relay unit 3a
(group 6a), a data period Db for the relay unit 3b (group
6b), ..., and a data period Dn for the relay unit 3n (group
6n), but the data periods for the relay units 3 are arranged
so that the data period Db for the relay unit 3b comes
first and then the data periods Da, .... Further, when there
is no more data to be transmitted to the wireless terminal
5, a configuration in which a data period Dc is not provided
as in the case of the relay unit 3c may be possible.
In addition, the duration of the data period Db is the long-
est, and the duration of the data period Da is the second
longest, and the like.
A data period Di for the relay unit 3i (i=a, b, ...) is defined
by the synchronization signal in a synchronization period
Si for the relay unit 3i, and hence the management server
2 may thus flexibly configure the data periods.
[0041] As described above, the basic frame is sec-
tioned for each relay unit 3 to which the wireless terminals
5 participate, that is, for each group to which the wireless
terminals 5 belong. Each wireless terminal 5 synchroniz-
es in a synchronization period of the group to which the
wireless terminal 5 belongs, receives the individual data
in the data period, and transmits the data to the manage-
ment server 2 in the participation period.
For example, the wireless terminals 5 of the group 6a
linked to the relay unit 3a synchronize in a synchroniza-
tion period Sa, receive the individual data in the data
period Da, and transmit data to be transmitted to the man-
agement server 2, if any, to the management server 2 in
a participation period Pa.
[0042] Further, the data periods Da, Db, ... may be set
arbitrarily, and as illustrated in FIG. 4(b), the data periods
Da, Db, ... may be set to be divided in time in accordance
with synchronization periods Sa, Sb, ....
As described above, in the basic frame, the data period
is divided in time. However, the division is not fixed and
the data period may be divided in time into any sections.
Further, the management server 2 includes information
for identifying the section in the main synchronization sig-
nal so that the wireless terminal 5 may receive data in
the data period that is arbitrarily divided in time.
Therefore, the management server 2 may perform flex-
ible and highly efficient data transmission depending on

the situation, such as transmitting data with higher priority
first intensively.
[0043] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the configuration
of the basic frame in more detail, and illustrates a part of
the basic frame for the group 6a.
In a synchronization period Sa, the main synchronization
signal for the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the group
6a is transmitted.
The main synchronization signal consists of a synchro-
nization signal type, synchronization data, a basic frame
duration, a data transmission time, a start timing of the
participation period (not shown), and other such informa-
tion.
As described below, the synchronization signal is cate-
gorized into the main synchronization signal and an aux-
iliary synchronization signal, and information indicating
that the synchronization signal of interest is the main syn-
chronization signal is transmitted as the synchronization
signal type. This allows the wireless terminal 5 to recog-
nize that the synchronization signal of interest is the main
synchronization signal.
[0044] As the synchronization data, information for
synchronizing the wireless terminals 5 with the relay unit
3 is provided, which allows the wireless terminals 5 to
perform transmission and reception of data in synchro-
nization with the relay unit 3.
As the basic frame duration, the duration of the basic
frame is transmitted. The basic frame duration is set to
30 seconds in the normal mode, and to 3 seconds in the
fast mode.
The wireless terminals 5 may acquire from the basic
frame duration a synchronization timing with the basic
frame to be transmitted next. Therefore, the wireless ter-
minals 5 may perform synchronization in the normal
mode and the fast mode in accordance with the basic
frame.
For example, when the basic frame duration is 30 sec-
onds, the wireless terminals 5 determine that the next
basic frame is transmitted 30 seconds after the timing
when the current basic frame is received, from which the
reception timing for the next basic frame is calculated to
perform a reception operation for the next basic frame at
the calculated timing.
[0045] As described above, the wireless terminals 5
operate in the normal mode or the fast mode in accord-
ance with the basic frame duration. This is because the
management server 2 has set the duration to 30 seconds
or 3 seconds.
Therefore, the operation mode may not be fixed to 30
seconds and 3 seconds, but the management server 2
may configure the basic frame at any duration for trans-
mission so that the wireless terminals 5 may be synchro-
nized in any synchronization period.
[0046] In the data transmission time, information for
specifying the timing at which the data period Da starts
is transmitted.
As described below, the data period Da starts from a
terminal list, and the wireless terminals 5 perform a
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processing of detecting the terminal list in accordance
with the timing specified by the data transmission time.
Further, when there is no communication data in the data
period Da, information indicating that there is no commu-
nication data is transmitted as the data transmission time,
such as setting the data transmission time to 0 seconds.
This allows the wireless terminals 5 to recognize that
there is no individual data for their own group 6a, and as
described below, to suppress power consumption by
sleeping for the data period Da.
[0047] Further, the wireless terminal 5 is configured to
stop the reception operation when reception of all the
self-addressed individual data has completed. There-
fore, for example, a symbol representing the end of data
is added to the tail of the individual data to be recognized
by the wireless terminal 5.
As described above, the timing at which the data period
Da starts is defined by the data transmission time, and
the timing at which the data period Da ends is defined at
the end of transmission of the individual data. Therefore,
the management server 2 may arbitrarily set a start timing
and the duration of the data period Da through the main
synchronization signal.
[0048] As described above, the data transmission time
also functions as a flag indicating whether there is at least
one individual data item for the wireless terminals 5 be-
longing to the group 6a or there is no individual data.
In this embodiment, the data transmission time also has
the function of the flag. However, a configuration may be
adopted in which a flag representing whether or not there
is the individual data may be provided in the main syn-
chronization signal, based on which the wireless termi-
nals 5 judge the presence or absence of the communi-
cation data addressed to their own group.
[0049] In the data period Da, a data group containing
the terminal list and the individual data for the respective
wireless terminals 5 is transmitted.
In the example of the figure, individual data Da1 for the
wireless terminal 5a1, individual data Da2 for the wireless
terminal 5a2, ... are arranged as the individual data.
Further, there is provided a period with no signal between
periods of the terminal list and the individual data.
By thus providing an interval between transmission tim-
ings for the terminal list and the individual data, the wire-
less terminals 5 may detect the rising edge of the signal
for reception, with the result that the wireless terminals
5 may perform the reception of the signal more easily.
[0050] The terminal list contains a list of the wireless
terminals 5 to receive the individual data and a reception
timing of the individual data.
For example, of the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the
group 6a, when the wireless terminals 5 to receive data
are the wireless terminals 5a1, 5a2, and 5a8, the terminal
list contains the terminal IDs of the wireless terminals 5
and instructions of individual timings at which the wireless
terminals 5 receive the individual data.
[0051] The wireless terminals 5 may judge whether or
not there is self-addressed individual data by referencing

the terminal list, and when there is the self-addressed
individual data, perform a reception operation for the in-
dividual data based on the specified timings.
As described below, the wireless terminal 5 is adapted
to sleep in a period in which the other wireless terminals
5 receive data and when there is no self-addressed data,
to thereby reduce power consumption.
When the individual data is received, the wireless termi-
nal 5 displays a product or updates the programs in ac-
cordance with the individual data.
[0052] Further, although not illustrated, the participa-
tion period Pa is provided after the data period Da.
The participation period Pa is a period provided for the
wireless terminal 5a to transmit some data to the man-
agement server 2, and when the wireless terminal 5a has
data to be transmitted to the management server 2, the
wireless terminal 5a transmits the data to the manage-
ment server 2 in the participation period Pa.
The participation period is used mainly when the wireless
terminal 5 participates in the wireless communication
system 1, that is, in a case where the wireless terminal
5 is placed on a shelf and searches for relay units 3 to
notify the management server 2 of the relay units 3, and
the management server 2 sets the wireless terminal 5 to
be accommodated by an appropriate relay unit 3.
In addition, the participation period may be used for var-
ious applications, such as placing a temperature sensor
in the wireless terminal 5 and notifying the management
server 2 of the room temperature, or placing a button on
the wireless terminal 5 and conveying, when a customer
depresses the button, the depression to the management
server 2.
[0053] As described above, the basic frame is consti-
tuted of the synchronization period, the data period, and
the participation period as illustrated in FIG. 4, and the
synchronization period and the data period are divided
in time for each group.
Further, the data period divided in time for each group is
divided in time for each wireless terminal 5 as illustrated
in FIG. 5.
Therefore, the wireless terminals 5 may judge whether
or not there is communication data for their own group
based on the main synchronization signal, and may fur-
ther judge, when there is the communication data ad-
dressed to their own group, whether or not there is self-
addressed data based on the terminal list.
[0054] As described above, the management server 2
includes: duration acquisition means for acquiring the du-
ration of the basic frame (the duration of the normal mode,
the fast mode, and the like); basic frame configuration
means for configuring the basic frame of the acquired
duration by using synchronization information (synchro-
nization data), the individual data, and timing information
(basic frame duration) indicating the reception timing of
the next synchronization information in the basic frame
for the wireless terminals 5; and information transmission
means for transmitting the configured information (the
synchronization data, the individual data, the basic frame
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duration, and the like).
[0055] Further, the wireless terminals 5 are divided into
groups. The management server 2 divides in time the
synchronization information (synchronization data) of the
basic frame, the individual data, and the timing informa-
tion (basic frame duration) for each group as illustrated
in FIG. 4, and further divides in time the individual data,
which has been divided in time for each group, in the
group as illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0056] Note that, in this embodiment, the main syn-
chronization signal contains the synchronization informa-
tion (synchronization data) and the timing information
(basic frame duration).
The management server 2 provides, in the basic frame,
an individual data reception list (terminal list) divided in
time for each group, for instructing the reception timing
of the individual data for each wireless terminal 5.
[0057] Further, the management server 2 provides
presence/absence information (the data transmission
time contained in the main synchronization signal) rep-
resenting presence or absence of the individual data for
the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the group in the
individual data reception list (terminal list) before the in-
dividual data reception list (terminal list) in the basic
frame.
In addition, the management server 2 provides a wireless
terminal transmission period (participation period) for the
wireless terminal 5 to transmit data in the basic frame.
In this case, the wireless terminal transmission period is
mainly used, when there is data to be transmitted from
the wireless terminal 5 to the management server 2, for
transmitting the data, and there is no intention to limit the
transmission from the wireless terminal 5 to the manage-
ment server 2 to be performed in this period.
For example, also in the data period, the management
server 2 and the wireless terminals 5 repeat transmission
and reception of communication signals to perform
processings.
[0058] Next, referring to FIG. 6, a data communication
operation performed by the wireless terminals 5 is de-
scribed. The figure illustrates the basic frame to be re-
layed by the relay unit 3a for transmission and cases
where the basic frame is received by the wireless termi-
nals 5a1 and 5a2.
First, the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 start a reception
operation for the synchronization information a predeter-
mined time period before a timing Ts at which the relay
unit 3a enters the synchronization period Sa.
[0059] The reception operation is started the predeter-
mined time period before the timing so as to receive a
signal transmitted at a timing including a time difference
between the clocks 34 and 54 of the relay unit 3 and the
wireless terminal 5 from the rising edge of the signal.
The time to start the operation may be calculated by cal-
culating, by the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2, a timing
at which information is transmitted in the current basic
frame from a basic frame transmission time length of the
basic frame preceding the basic frame of interest and

shifting the timing the predetermined time period back-
ward.
[0060] When the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 re-
ceive the main synchronization signal, the wireless ter-
minals 5a1 and 5a2 verify the data transmission time
contained therein.
When the data transmission time is, for example, 0 sec-
onds, there is no individual data addressed to the wireless
terminals 5a1 and 5a2. Therefore, the wireless terminals
5a1 and 5a2 calculate a time period tg8 until a timing at
which the data is transmitted in the participation period
when data is to be transmitted in the participation period,
and a time period tg9 until a predetermined time period
before a timing Ts+1 at which the next basic frame starts
when the data is not to be transmitted in the participation
period, and set a timer so that the wireless terminals 5a1
and 5a2 enter and maintain the sleep state during the
time period tg8 or tg9.
[0061] In the sleep state, the wireless terminals 5a1
and 5a2 stop except for minimal functions such as a time
measuring function using the clock 54 and a function of
starting the reception operation at the set time, to thereby
suppress power consumption.
This may prevent power consumption in a functional sec-
tion (information reception means to be described below)
for performing an information reception operation of the
wireless terminal 5.
[0062] When the main synchronization signal contains
the data transmission time, the wireless terminals 5a1
and 5a2 use the data transmission time to calculate a
time period tg1 until a predetermined time period before
a timing Td at which the terminal list is transmitted.
Then, the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 set a timer and
enter and maintain the sleep state during the time period
tg1.
The wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 in the sleep state
stop except for minimal functions such as the time meas-
uring function using the clock 54 and the function of start-
ing the reception operation at the set time, to thereby
suppress power consumption.
[0063] When the time period tg1 elapses, the wireless
terminals 5a1 and 5a2 restart the reception operation by
wireless communication and receive the terminal list at
the timing Td.
The wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 each verify whether
or not its own terminal ID is registered in the terminal list,
and when its own terminal ID is not registered in the ter-
minal list, judge that there is no self-addressed individual
data.
In this case, the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 calculate
a time period tg6 until the timing at which data is trans-
mitted in the participation period when the data is to be
transmitted in the participation period, and a time period
tg7 until a predetermined time period before the timing
Ts+1 at which the next basic frame starts when the data
is not to be transmitted in the participation period, and
set the timer so that the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2
enter and maintain the sleep state during the time period
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tg6 or tg7.
[0064] When, on the other hand, its own terminal ID is
registered in the terminal list, each of the wireless termi-
nals 5a1 and 5a2 reads from the terminal list a reception
timing of the self-addressed individual data.
Then, the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 calculate a time
period tg2 until a predetermined time period before the
reception timing of the individual data and enter the sleep
state.
FIG. 6 illustrates a case where the individual data Da1
is transmitted to the wireless terminal 5a1 and the indi-
vidual data Da2 is transmitted to the wireless terminal
5a2, and the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 maintain
the sleep state until a predetermined time period before
timings at which the individual data Da1 and Da2 start to
be transmitted, respectively.
[0065] When the time period tg2 elapses, the wireless
terminals 5a1 and 5a2 restart a wireless communication
operation and receive self-addressed data Da1 and Da2,
respectively.
When the reception of the data Da1 and Da2 has com-
pleted, the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 calculate a
time period tg3 until the timing at which data is transmitted
in the participation period when the data is to be trans-
mitted in the participation period, and a time period tg5
until a predetermined time period before the timing Ts+1
at which the next basic frame starts when the data is not
to be transmitted in the participation period, and set the
timer so that the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 enter
and maintain the sleep state during the time period tg3
or tg5.
[0066] As described above, the wireless terminal 5 in-
cludes: the information reception means for receiving the
self-addressed synchronization information (synchroni-
zation data), individual data, and timing information (ba-
sic frame duration) from the information transmitted in
the basic frame based on the timing information (basic
frame duration) received in the previous basic frame; and
state control means for setting the information reception
means to the operating state at least during periods in
which the synchronization information, the individual da-
ta, and the timing are received, and to the sleep state in
other periods.
[0067] The information reception means receives the
individual data reception list (terminal list). The state con-
trol means sets the information reception means to the
operating state at the timing at which the individual data
reception list is received and at the reception timing in-
structed in the individual data reception list, and sets the
information reception means to the sleep state when the
reception timing is not instructed in the individual data
reception list.
[0068] Further, in the wireless terminal 5, the informa-
tion reception means receives the presence/absence in-
formation (data transmission time), and the state control
means sets the information reception means to the op-
erating state at the time of receiving the presence/ab-
sence information, and sets, when the presence/ab-

sence information represents that there is no individual
data, the information reception means to the sleep state
at the time of receiving the individual data reception list.
The wireless terminal 5 also includes data transmission
means for transmitting data in the wireless terminal trans-
mission period (participation period).
[0069] FIG. 7 is a chart for illustrating the auxiliary syn-
chronization signal.
The management server 2 provides, in a basic frame
transmission period, an auxiliary synchronization period
Ha at timings Th1, Th2, ... for each auxiliary synchroni-
zation period te obtained by dividing in time the basic
frame transmission period equally, and transmits the aux-
iliary synchronization signal in the auxiliary synchroniza-
tion period Ha.
When synchronization fails in the synchronization period
Sa, the wireless terminal 5 continues the reception op-
eration for the radio signal without going to sleep and
receives the auxiliary synchronization signal.
[0070] The auxiliary synchronization signal contains
the synchronization signal type indicating that the infor-
mation of interest is the auxiliary synchronization signal,
and the relay unit ID of the relay unit 3, which allows the
wireless terminal 5 to recognize that the information of
interest is the auxiliary synchronization signal from the
relay unit 3 to which the wireless terminal 5 belongs.
After synchronizing to the auxiliary synchronization sig-
nal, the wireless terminal 5 synchronizes to the next aux-
iliary synchronization signal in the auxiliary synchroniza-
tion period te, and repeats the same operation to syn-
chronize to the main synchronization signal of the next
basic frame.
When the wireless terminal 5 successfully synchronizes
to the auxiliary synchronization signal after failing to syn-
chronize to the main synchronization signal, the wireless
terminal 5 enters and maintains the sleep state during a
time period tg10 until the next auxiliary synchronization
period, to thereby reduce power consumption.
[0071] The waveform denoted by (1) indicates a case
where the wireless terminal 5a1 is in synchronization with
the main synchronization signal normally, in which syn-
chronization to the basic frame is performed at intervals
of the synchronization period Sa.
The waveform denoted by (2) indicates a case where the
wireless terminal 5a1 fails to synchronize to the main
synchronization signal and synchronizes to the auxiliary
synchronization signal transmitted in the first auxiliary
synchronization period Ha.
In this case, after synchronizing to the first auxiliary syn-
chronization signal, the wireless terminal 5a1 synchro-
nizes to the succeeding auxiliary synchronization signals
until the wireless terminal 5a1 synchronizes to the next
main synchronization signal. Then, the wireless terminal
5a1 enters and maintains the sleep state during the time
period tg10 between the auxiliary synchronization peri-
ods, to thereby save power consumption.
The waveform denoted by (3) indicates a case where the
auxiliary synchronization signal is not used. When the
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wireless terminal 5a1 fails to synchronize to the first main
synchronization signal, the wireless terminal 5a1 must
continue the reception operation until the next main syn-
chronization signal, and the power is consumed accord-
ingly.
[0072] As described above, the management server 2
transmits auxiliary synchronization information (auxiliary
synchronization signal) at regular intervals between two
temporally adjacent synchronization information items
(the synchronization data of the main synchronization
signal).
The wireless terminal 5 includes auxiliary synchroniza-
tion means for synchronizing, when the wireless terminal
5 fails to receive the synchronization signal contained in
the basic frame, to the synchronization information con-
tained in the next basic frame by synchronizing to the
auxiliary synchronization information transmitted at reg-
ular intervals between the two temporally-adjacent syn-
chronization information items.
[0073] FIG. 8 is a diagram for illustrating switching be-
tween the fast mode and the normal mode performed by
the management server 2.
The management server 2 sets the duration of the basic
frame to 3 seconds to transmit the basic frame in the fast
mode, and sets the duration of the basic frame to 30
seconds to transmit the basic frame in the normal mode.
As described above, the management server 2 may per-
form mode setting by selecting the duration of the basic
frame.
Note that, the participation period is omitted in the figure.
[0074] FIG. 9 is a diagram for illustrating the sleep
mode of the wireless terminal 5.
When there is no need for the wireless terminal 5 to op-
erate, for example, from the midnight to 6:00 a.m. be-
cause the store is closed at night, the wireless terminal
5 does not need to synchronize to the basic frame during
the period. Therefore, the wireless terminal 5 may be put
to sleep, to thereby save the power consumption of the
wireless terminal 5.
In such case, the management server 2 configures and
transmits the basic frame for putting to sleep, to thereby
put the wireless terminal 5 to sleep.
[0075] The basic frame for putting to sleep contains
information for starting reception of the wake-up notifica-
tion after sleeping for a time period specified by the wire-
less terminal 5.
The wireless terminal 5 starts reception of the wake-up
notification based on its own timer in a sleep period. How-
ever, the error of the clock 54 of the wireless terminal 5
becomes larger as a longer time period is measured, and
hence the management server 2 sets the sleep period
and transmits the wake-up notification taking the error
into consideration.
[0076] It is assumed that, for example, the wireless
terminal 5 is to synchronize to the basic frame at a timing
Ta as illustrated in the figure. It is also assumed that the
maximum value of the error in the time measured by the
wireless terminal 5 is Tb.

In this case, the management server 2 causes, by means
of the basic frame for putting to sleep, the wireless ter-
minal 5 to start reception of the wake-up notification from
a timing Ta-Tb, and repeats transmission of the wake-
up notification from a timing Ta-2Tb.
[0077] When the wireless terminal 5 receives the
wake-up notification, the wireless terminal 5 starts the
reception operation for the main synchronization signal
and synchronizes to the main synchronization signal
transmitted at the timing Ta.
Taking the error of the clock 54 into consideration, all the
wireless terminals 5 start the reception of the wake-up
notification from the timing Ta-2Tb to the timing Ta, and
hence all the wireless terminals 5 may be caused to syn-
chronize to the basic frame at the timing Ta.
At this time, time information until the next main synchro-
nization signal may be contained in the wake-up notifi-
cation so that the wireless terminal 5 is set to the sleep
state from the reception of the wake-up notification to the
next main synchronization signal.
Further, while the wake-up notification is transmitted at
regular intervals until the main synchronization signal,
the wireless terminal 5 may use the wake-up notification
as the auxiliary signal for synchronization until the main
synchronization signal and enter the sleep state between
the synchronization operations.
[0078] As described above, power consumption of the
wireless terminal 5 is extremely low in the sleep mode,
in which the wireless terminal 5 sleeps without performing
the reception operation for the main synchronization sig-
nal and the auxiliary synchronization signal.
At the time of recovery from the sleep mode to the normal/
fast mode, the wireless terminal 5 is out of synchroniza-
tion, and hence the management server 2 transmits the
wake-up notification for a time period corresponding to
the expected synchronization error.
[0079] As described above, the management server 2
repeats the transmission of the recovery information
(wake-up notification) in a range including a maximum
error of a clock with which the wireless terminal 5 meas-
ures a predetermined time period (time until the start of
the reception of the wake-up notification).
The wireless terminal 5 includes sleep means for sleep-
ing for a predetermined time period when a sleep signal
(basic frame for putting to sleep) is received, and recov-
ery means for recovering from the sleep state when a
recovery signal (wake-up notification) is received in the
sleep state.
[0080] FIG. 10 is a message sequence chart for illus-
trating an overall operation of the wireless communica-
tion system 1.
The following processing is performed by the CPU 21 of
the management server 2, the CPU 31 of the relay unit
3, and the CPUs 51 of the wireless terminals 5 in accord-
ance with a predetermined program.
Here, as an example, the description is made using the
relay unit 3a and the wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2.
First, the management server 2 configures the basic
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frame and transmits information contained in the basic
frame to the relay unit 3a (Step 5).
When the relay unit 3a receives information configured
in the basic frame from the management server 2, the
relay unit 3a converts the received information into a radio
signal for short-range wireless communication and trans-
mits the radio signal to the wireless terminals 5 nearby.
[0081] The wireless terminals 5a1 and 5a2 are in syn-
chronization with the relay unit 3a, and receive the syn-
chronization information in a synchronization period
(Steps 10 and 15).
It is assumed that the basic frame contains the individual
data for the wireless terminal 5a1 and does not contain
the individual data for the wireless terminal 5a2.
Then, in the data period, the wireless terminal 5a1 re-
ceives the self-addressed individual data (Step 20).
[0082] FIG. 11 is a flow chart for illustrating a mode
switching processing performed by the management
server 2.
The management server 2 first verifies whether or not
the current mode is the sleep mode (Step 50). When the
current mode is the sleep mode (Step 50; Y), the man-
agement server 2 configures the basic frame in the sleep
mode (Step 52).
[0083] When the current mode is not the sleep mode
(Step 50; N), it is judged whether or not there is a sleep
mode trigger (Step 54).
The sleep mode trigger may be, for example, an output
of the timer which provides notification of the start of the
sleep period.
In this case, when the transition to the sleep mode is to
be made, for example, from the midnight, the timer is set
so as to provide notification of the start of the sleep period
at the midnight.
[0084] When there is the sleep mode trigger (Step 54;
Y), the management server 2 sets its operation mode to
the sleep mode (Step 56) and configures the basic frame
in the sleep mode (Step 52).
When there is no sleep mode trigger (Step 54; N), on the
other hand, the management server 2 verifies whether
or not the current mode is the fast mode (Step 58).
When the current mode is the fast mode (Step 58; Y),
the management server 2 configures the basic frame in
the fast mode (Step 60).
[0085] When the current mode is not the fast mode
(Step 58; N), it is verified whether or not there is a fast
mode trigger (Step 62). What to use as the fast mode
trigger may be set arbitrarily in the system setting, and
may be, for example, when switching ON of the mobile
terminal 4 is detected or when display data is generated.
When there is the fast mode trigger (Step 62; Y), the
management server 2 sets its operation mode to the fast
mode (Step 64) and configures the basic frame in the
fast mode (Step 60).
[0086] When there is no fast mode trigger (Step 62;
N), on the other hand, the management server 2 verifies
whether or not the current mode is the normal mode (Step
66).

When the current mode is the normal mode (Step 66; Y),
the management server 2 configures the basic frame in
the normal mode (Step 68).
[0087] When the current mode is not the normal mode
(Step 66; N), it is verified whether or not there is a normal
mode trigger (Step 70). What to use as the normal mode
trigger may be set arbitrarily in the system setting, and
may be, for example, when switching ON of the mobile
terminal 4 cannot be verified or when display data is gen-
erated.
When there is the normal mode trigger (Step 70; Y), the
management server 2 sets its operation mode to the nor-
mal mode (Step 72) and configures the basic frame in
the normal mode (Step 68).
When there is no normal mode trigger (Step 70), the man-
agement server 2 returns to Step 50.
[0088] FIG. 12 is a flow chart for illustrating a procedure
of a basic frame configuration processing of the manage-
ment server 2.
This processing is a processing performed by the man-
agement server 2 in Steps 60 and 68 of FIG. 11.
First, the management server 2 sets the duration of the
basic frame (Step 100). For example, the duration is set
to 30 seconds in the normal mode and to 3 seconds in
the fast mode.
Next, the management server 2 acquires the individual
data to be transmitted to the wireless terminal 5 (Step
105), configures the basic frame (Step 110), and gener-
ates the main synchronization signal (Step 115).
[0089] FIG. 13 is a flow chart for illustrating a procedure
of a reception processing performed by the wireless ter-
minal 5.
First, the wireless terminal 5 receives a signal (Step 150)
and detects the synchronization information from the sig-
nal (Step 155).
Then, when the wireless terminal 5 has not completed
the reception of the synchronization information (Step
160; N), the processing returns to Step 150 to continue
the reception of the signal, and when the reception of the
synchronization information has completed (Step 160;
Y), the synchronization signal type contained in the syn-
chronization information is verified (Step 165).
[0090] When the synchronization signal type is the
main synchronization signal (Step 165; main synchroni-
zation signal), the wireless terminal 5 verifies whether or
not the data transmission time is contained in the syn-
chronization information (Step 170).
When the data transmission time is not contained (Step
170; N), there is no individual data to be received by the
wireless terminal 5, and hence the processing proceeds
to Step 190 to be described below.
When the data transmission time is contained (Step 170;
Y), the wireless terminal 5 acquires the timing at which
the individual data starts from the time specified by the
data transmission time, and the wireless terminal 5 sets
the timer so as to be activated before the timing and goes
to sleep (Step 175).
[0091] The wireless terminal 5 judges whether or not
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a sleep period has elapsed by a timer function in the
sleep period (Step 180). When the sleep period has not
elapsed (Step 180; N), the wireless terminal 5 repetitively
continues the judgment.
When the sleep period has elapsed (Step 180; Y), on the
other hand, the wireless terminal 5 performs an individual
data reception processing (Step 185).
[0092] Next, the wireless terminal 5 verifies whether
or not there is data to be transmitted to the management
server 2 in the participation period (Step 190).
When there is no data to be transmitted in the participa-
tion period (Step 190; N), the wireless terminal 5 sets the
timer so as to start operation a predetermined time period
before the synchronization timing of the next basic frame,
which is obtained from the basic frame duration in the
synchronization information, and goes to sleep (Step
195).
[0093] When there is data to be transmitted in the par-
ticipation period (Step 190; Y), on the other hand, the
wireless terminal 5 sets the timer so as to start operation
at the timing for transmitting data in the participation pe-
riod and goes to sleep (Step 210).
Then, the wireless terminal 5 judges whether or not the
sleep period has elapsed by the timer function in the sleep
period (Step 215). When the sleep period has not elapsed
(Step 215; N), the wireless terminal 5 repetitively contin-
ues the judgment.
[0094] When the sleep period has elapsed (Step 215;
Y), on the other hand, the wireless terminal 5 transmits
data to the management server 2 through the relay unit
3 (Step 220).
Then, the wireless terminal 5 sets the timer so as to start
operation a predetermined time period before the syn-
chronization timing of the next basic frame and goes to
sleep (Step 195).
[0095] Note that, in Step 165, when the synchroniza-
tion signal type is the auxiliary synchronization signal
(Step 165; auxiliary synchronization signal), the wireless
terminal 5 sets the timer so as to start operation a pre-
determined time period before the timing of the next syn-
chronization information (auxiliary synchronization sig-
nal or the main synchronization signal) with the use of
the auxiliary synchronization period and goes to sleep
(Step 200). In this embodiment, the auxiliary synchroni-
zation period is determined in advance by the wireless
communication system 1 and is stored by the wireless
terminal 5.
[0096] Then, the wireless terminal 5 judges whether
or not the sleep period has elapsed by the timer function
in the sleep period (Step 205). When the sleep period
has not elapsed (Step 205; N), the wireless terminal 5
repetitively continues the judgment.
When the sleep period has elapsed (Step 215; Y), on the
other hand, the processing returns to Step 150 in which
the wireless terminal 5 performs reception of the signal.
[0097] FIG. 14 is a flow chart for illustrating the indi-
vidual data reception processing of Step 185 (FIG. 13).
First, the wireless terminal 5 receives the terminal list

(Step 250) and verifies whether or not there is self-ad-
dressed individual data (Step 255).
When there is no self-addressed individual data (Step
255; N), the wireless terminal 5 returns to the processing
of FIG. 13.
[0098] When there is self-addressed individual data
(Step 255; Y), on the other hand, the wireless terminal 5
calculates a period for sleeping so as to start the recep-
tion operation the predetermined time period before a
data transmission timing specified by the terminal list
(Step 260), and sets the timer and goes to sleep (Step
265).
Then, the wireless terminal 5 judges whether or not the
sleep period has elapsed by the timer function in the sleep
period (Step 270). When the sleep period has not elapsed
(Step 270; N), the wireless terminal 5 repetitively contin-
ues the judgment.
When the sleep period has elapsed (Step 270; Y), on the
other hand, the wireless terminal 5 receives the individual
data (Step 275).
When the reception of the individual data has completed,
the wireless terminal 5 returns to the processing of FIG.
13.

(Modified Example 1)

[0099] Next, referring to FIG. 15, a modified example
of this embodiment is described.
In the embodiment described above, the data transmis-
sion time is provided as the presence/absence informa-
tion representing the presence or absence of the individ-
ual data addressed to the group in the main synchroni-
zation signal and the terminal list is provided in the data
group, but in this modified example, the terminal list is
provided in the main synchronization signal.
In this modified example, the wireless terminal 5 judges
whether or not there is self-addressed individual data
based on the terminal list in the main synchronization
signal. When there is the self-addressed individual data,
the wireless terminal 5 receives the individual data at the
timing specified by the terminal list. When there is no self-
addressed individual data, the wireless terminal 5 enters
the sleep state.

(Modified Example 2)

[0100] Further, in this embodiment, the management
server 2 switches among the normal mode, the fast
mode, and the like at the same time for all the groups 6.
However, in this modified example, the modes are se-
lectively used for each group 6 so that, for example, the
group 6a operates in the fast mode and the group 6b
operates in the normal mode.
[0101] In order to set the operation mode for each
group, in this modified example, group information for
identifying the groups for which the channel is changed,
and channel (frequency) information for identifying the
channel to be used in the basic frame to be transmitted
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next are added to the main synchronization signal (the
synchronization signal type, the synchronization data,
the basic frame duration, the data transmission time, ...)
in this embodiment.
In this manner, the management server 2 may specify,
in the current basic frame, the channel used to receive
the basic frame to be transmitted next for each group.
[0102] For example, when the management server 2
wants to operate only a particular group in the fast mode,
the management server 2 transmits the group informa-
tion specifying the group and the channel to be used in
the fast mode in the basic frame, and when the group is
to recover to the normal mode, the management server
2 transmits the group information specifying the group
and the channel to be used in the normal mode in the
basic frame.
[0103] In contrast, the wireless terminal 5 operates as
follows.
The wireless terminal 5 receives the main synchroniza-
tion signal from the relay unit 3 and analyzes the group
information to judge whether or not the group to which
the wireless terminal 5 belongs is specified. When its
own group is specified in the group information, the wire-
less terminal 5 transmits and receives in the channel
specified in the channel information at the start of the
basic frame to be transmitted next.
[0104] In this manner, when the group information con-
tains its own group, the wireless terminal 5 transmits and
receives at the frequency specified in the channel infor-
mation for the next basic frame, and may switch from the
normal mode to the fast mode or recover from the fast
mode to the normal mode.
[0105] This example is described with reference to the
flow chart of FIG. 13.
First, after receiving the synchronization signal in Step
160, the wireless terminal 5 analyzes the group informa-
tion and the channel information, and when the own
group is contained, the wireless terminal 5 stores the
channel specified in the channel information.
Then, after terminating the sleep in Step 195 and before
proceeding to Step 150, the wireless terminal 5 switches
its channel to the one specified in the channel informa-
tion.
This allows the wireless terminal 5 to transmit and receive
in the specified channel for the next basic frame.
When the frequency used in the channel is fixed, the
storage of the channel information may be replaced by
ON/OFF of a flag.

(Modified Example 3)

[0106] In this embodiment, the groups 6 are formed by
the relay units 3. However, in addition to the groups 6,
logical groups such as "grocery" and "variety" may be
set logically by the sales floor in which the wireless ter-
minal 5 is placed.
By thus providing the physical groups by the relay units
3 and the logical groups by product attributes or the like

in the wireless communication system 1, the wireless ter-
minals 5 may be controlled more finely, to thereby further
suppress power consumption.
Alternatively, the physical groups may be formed by the
used channels (frequencies).
[0107] In FIG. 16, for example, the group 6a is sec-
tioned into logical groups 6a1 and 6a2, the group 6b is
sectioned into logical groups 6b1 and 6b2, and a group
6c is sectioned into logical groups 6c1 and 6c2.
In this example, the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the
logical group 6a1 and the logical group 6c1 are placed
in a variety section, and in an application installed in the
management server 2, the wireless terminals 5 are set
to a variety group.
Similarly, the wireless terminals 5 of the logical group
6a2 are placed in a grocery section and set to a grocery
group, the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the logical
group 6b2 are placed in a men’s clothing section and set
to a men’s clothing group, and the wireless terminals 5
belonging to the logical groups 6b1 and 6c2 are placed
in a women’s clothing section and set to a women’s cloth-
ing group.
[0108] The management server 2 provides logical
group information for identifying the logical group to re-
ceive the individual data in the main synchronization sig-
nal. The wireless terminals 5 receive the individual data
when the logical group to which the wireless terminals 5
belong is specified, and other wireless terminals 5 return
to a normal state.
For example, when the management server 2 wants to
transmit the individual data to the wireless terminals 5 in
the variety group, the management server 2 transmits
the logical group information specifying the logical group
6a1 in the main synchronization signal for the group 6a,
and transmits the logical group information specifying the
logical group 6c1 in the main synchronization signal for
the group 6c.
[0109] Then, in the group 6a, only the wireless termi-
nals 5 in the logical group 6a1 receive the individual data
while the wireless terminals 5 in the logical group 6a2
are in the sleep state, and in the group 6c, only the wire-
less terminals 5 in the logical group 6c1 receive the in-
dividual data while the wireless terminals 5 in the logical
group 6c2 are in the sleep state.
[0110] In this manner, when the logical groups are set
to the groups formed by the relay units 3 in terms of hard-
ware, logical groups corresponding to the situation of the
store may be formed regardless of which one of the relay
units 3 the wireless terminals 5 are associated with.
Therefore, the management server 2 may instruct the
wireless terminal 5 to switch between the operating state
and the sleep state more finely, to thereby decrease pow-
er consumption.
[0111] FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a configuration of the main synchronization signal in this
modified example.
The main synchronization signal contains the logical
group information for specifying the logical group. The
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wireless terminal 5 stores the logical group to which the
wireless terminal 5 belongs, and after receiving the main
synchronization signal, verifies whether its logical group
is specified in the logical group information.
Then, the wireless terminal 5 receives the terminal list
when its logical group is specified, and enters the sleep
state otherwise.
[0112] The management server 2 stores a relay unit
group database (DB) defining the groups 6 (in the figure,
denoted as a relay unit group, and hereinafter, referred
to as a relay unit group) by the relay units 3 as illustrated
in FIG. 18(a), and a logical group DB defining the logical
groups as illustrated in FIG. 18(b).
As shown in the DBs, each wireless terminal 5 belongs
to a relay unit group and to a logical group.
[0113] When a user wants to change display of a par-
ticular logical group, the management server 2 searches
the logical group DB for wireless terminals 5 belonging
to the logical group, and further searches the relay unit
group DB for the found wireless terminals 5, to thereby
identify the relay unit 3 to which each of the wireless
terminals 5 is connected.
For example, when the individual data is to be transmitted
to the wireless terminals 5 belonging to the variety group
having a logical group ID of 01, the management server
2 specifies the logical group ID of 01 in the logical group
information of the main synchronization signal for a group
ID of 001 and the main synchronization signal for a group
ID of 002.
Then, though at different synchronization timings, the in-
dividual data may be transmitted to the wireless terminals
5 belonging to the variety group, and the other wireless
terminals 5 may be put to the sleep state.
[0114] As described above, in this modified example,
the wireless terminals belonging to a group are further
divided into logical groups in the group, and the presence/
absence information is set for each logical group by the
logical group information.
With the wireless terminals belonging to the group being
further divided into logical groups in the group, and with
the presence/absence information being set for each log-
ical group, the state control means puts the information
reception means to the sleep state at the time of receiving
the individual data reception list when the presence/ab-
sence information for their logical group represents that
there is no individual data.
[0115] According to this embodiment and the modified
examples described above, the following effects may be
obtained.

(1) In such application as the electronic shelf label,
data communication is not performed frequently, but
when data communication is actually performed,
quick response and communication processing are
required. This demand may be satisfied by varying,
by the management server 2, the duration of the ba-
sic frame, and putting the wireless terminal 5 in the
sleep state as long as the wireless terminal 5 does

not need to operate.
(2) Power consumption of the wireless terminal 5
may be further reduced by minimizing the power con-
sumption of the wireless terminal 5 in the sleep mode
and not performing data communication until the re-
ception of the wake-up notification with the use of
the timer.
(3) Power consumption may be reduced by mode
settings according to the forms of services of the
store, such as operating in the normal mode during
hours when the store is open, operating in the fast
mode during hours of purchase and limited time dis-
count, and transitioning to the sleep mode during
hours when the store is closed to prolong the battery
life.
(4) The mode switching may be performed automat-
ically without the user noticing the modes by, for ex-
ample, detecting power-ON of the mobile terminal 4
and transitioning from the normal mode to the fast
mode. In this embodiment, the switching from the
normal mode to the fast mode takes about 30 sec-
onds, which is equal to or shorter than the time re-
quired for the user to operate the mobile terminal 4,
and hence the user hardly notices the delay in re-
sponse due to the normal mode.
(5) The wireless terminal 5 may quickly recover syn-
chronization with the relay unit 3 by receiving the
auxiliary synchronization signal even when the wire-
less terminal 5 fails to receive the main synchroni-
zation signal.
(6) In the sleep mode, the wake-up notification is
transmitted in consideration of the error of the clock
54 of the wireless terminal 5, and hence an inexpen-
sive crystal oscillator having reduced accuracy may
be used as the clock 54.

[0116] Note that, in this embodiment, there has been
described a case where the wireless terminal 5 is the
electronic shelf label. However, this is not to limit the wire-
less terminal 5 to the electronic shelf label, and the wire-
less terminal 5 may be, for example, a wireless terminal
used in applications in which a communication data
amount or a communication time period is considerably
smaller or shorter than the operating time period of the
system, such as security systems for protecting against
theft and detecting natural disasters such as an earth-
quake.
More specifically, in a warehouse management system,
the wireless terminals 5 placed on shelves of a ware-
house may be used for managing inventory such as prod-
ucts and parts on the shelves and managing entering
and dispatching to and from the warehouse (display on
the wireless terminals 5 on necessary shelves allows
guidance to the storage location and quantity manage-
ment). The wireless terminals 5 are normally operated in
the normal mode and shifted to the fast mode at the time
of entering to the warehouse (at the time when the man-
agement server 2 starts operation) to perform a neces-
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sary display processing or the like.
[0117] Further, in a security system, the wireless ter-
minals 5 may be used as an alarm or sensor for detecting
intrusion to a house or building or for detecting natural
disasters such as an earthquake and rain. The wireless
terminals 5 are operated in the normal mode when there
is a security guard or patrol and in the fast mode at night
or when needed (intrusion detection sensor).
Further, in a manufacturing support system, parts and
their quantities necessary for each manufacturing proc-
ess in an assembly line of a factory are displayed on the
wireless terminals 5, to thereby obtain a fast manufac-
turing line with fewer operator errors. The present inven-
tion may also be applied to a medical field in, for example,
preparing drugs in a pharmacy.

Reference Signs List

[0118]

1 wireless communication system

2 management server

3 relay unit

4 mobile terminal

5 wireless terminal

6 group

21 CPU

22 RAM

23 storage medium

24 clock

25 display unit

26 operation unit

27 LAN connection I/F

31 CPU

32 RAM

33 storage medium

34 clock

35 LAN connection I/F

36 short-range wireless communication I/F

51 CPU

52 RAM

53 storage medium

54 clock

55 display unit

56 short-range wireless communication I/F

57 battery

58 terminal ID display unit

59 participation switch

Claims

1. An information processing apparatus for transmitting
information in a basic frame to wireless terminals,
each of which maintains a sleep state and maintains
an operating state at least during a period for receiv-
ing predetermined information for the wireless ter-
minal itself, the information processing apparatus
comprising:

duration acquisition means for acquiring a du-
ration of the basic frame;
basic frame configuration means for configuring
the basic frame of the acquired duration by using
synchronization information, individual data,
and timing information indicating a reception
timing of next synchronization information in the
basic frame for the each of the wireless termi-
nals; and
information transmission means for transmitting
information configured as the basic frame.

2. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein the duration acquisition means ac-
quires a first duration when there is at least one in-
dividual data item, and acquires a second duration
longer than the first duration when there is no indi-
vidual data.

3. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1,
wherein the wireless terminals are divided into
groups, and
wherein the basic frame configuration means divides
in time the synchronization information, the individ-
ual data, and the timing information for each of the
groups, and further divides in time the individual da-
ta, which has been divided in time for the each of the
groups, in the each of the groups.
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4. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein the basic frame configuration
means provides, in the basic frame, an individual
data reception list divided in time for each group, for
instructing a reception timing of the individual data
for the each of the wireless terminals.

5. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 4, wherein the basic frame configuration
means provides, before the individual data reception
list, presence/absence information representing
presence or absence of the individual data for wire-
less terminals belonging to the each group in the
individual data reception list.

6. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 5,
wherein the wireless terminals belonging to the each
group are further divided into logical groups in the
each group, and
wherein the presence/absence information is set for
each of the logical groups.

7. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein the basic frame configuration
means provides, in the basic frame, a wireless ter-
minal transmission period for the wireless terminals
to transmit data.

8. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, further comprising auxiliary synchronization
information transmission means for transmitting aux-
iliary synchronization information at regular intervals
between two temporally adjacent synchronization in-
formation items.

9. An information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, further comprising:

sleep information transmission means for trans-
mitting sleep information for setting the wireless
terminals to the sleep state; and
recovery information transmission means for
transmitting recovery information for causing the
wireless terminals, which have been in the sleep
state based on the transmitted sleep informa-
tion, to recover from the sleep state,
wherein the recovery information transmission
means repeats the transmission of the recovery
information in a range including a maximum er-
ror of a clock with which the wireless terminals
measure a predetermined time period.

10. A wireless terminal, which receives information
transmitted in a basic frame from the information
processing apparatus according to claim 1, compris-
ing:

information reception means for receiving syn-
chronization information, individual data, and
timing information for the wireless terminal from
the information transmitted in the basic frame
based on timing information received in a pre-
ceding basic frame; and
state control means for setting the information
reception means to an operating state at least
during periods for receiving the synchronization
information, the individual data, and the timing
information, and to a sleep state in other periods.

11. A wireless terminal according to claim 10,
wherein, in the basic frame, an individual data re-
ception list divided in time for each group, for instruct-
ing a reception timing of the individual data for each
wireless terminal is transmitted,
wherein the information reception means receives
the transmitted individual data reception list, and
wherein the state control means sets the information
reception means to the operating state at a timing at
which the individual data reception list is received
and at the reception timing instructed in the individual
data reception list, and sets the information reception
means to the sleep state when the reception timing
is not instructed in the individual data reception list.

12. A wireless terminal according to claim 11,
wherein, in the basic frame, presence/absence in-
formation representing presence or absence of the
individual data for wireless terminals belonging to
the each group in the individual data reception list is
transmitted before the individual data reception list,
wherein the information reception means receives
the transmitted presence/absence information, and
wherein the state control means sets the information
reception means to the operating state when the
presence/absence information is received, and sets
the information reception means to the sleep state
at a time of receiving the individual data reception
list when the presence/absence information repre-
sents that there is no individual data.

13. A wireless terminal according to claim 12,
wherein the wireless terminals belonging to the each
group are further divided into logical groups in the
each group, the presence/absence information be-
ing set for each of the logical groups, and
wherein the state control means sets the information
reception means to the sleep state at the time of
receiving the individual data reception list when the
presence/absence information for its own logical
group represents that there is no individual data.

14. A wireless terminal according to claim 10,
wherein, in the basic frame, a wireless terminal trans-
mission period for the wireless terminal to transmit
data is provided, and
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wherein the wireless terminal further comprises data
transmission means for transmitting data in the wire-
less terminal transmission period.

15. A wireless terminal according to claim 10, further
comprising auxiliary synchronization means for syn-
chronizing to auxiliary synchronization information,
which is transmitted at regular intervals between two
temporally adjacent synchronization information
items, when the wireless terminal fails to receive the
synchronization information transmitted in the basic
frame, to thereby synchronize to the synchronization
information to be transmitted in a next basic frame.

16. A wireless terminal according to claim 10, further
comprising:

sleep means for receiving a sleep signal and
going to sleep for a predetermined time period;
and
recovery means for receiving a recovery signal
in the sleep state and recovering from the sleep
state.

17. An information processing program for causing a
computer to realize a function of transmitting infor-
mation in a basic frame to wireless terminals, each
of which maintains a sleep state and maintains an
operating state at least during a period for receiving
predetermined information for the wireless terminal
itself, the information processing program causing
the computer to realize:

a duration acquisition function of acquiring a du-
ration of the basic frame;
a basic frame configuration function of configur-
ing the basic frame of the acquired duration by
using synchronization information, individual
data, and timing information indicating a recep-
tion timing of next synchronization information
in the basic frame for the each of the wireless
terminals; and
a transmission function of transmitting informa-
tion configured as the basic frame.

18. A wireless terminal program for causing a computer
to realize a function of receiving information trans-
mitted in a basic frame from the information process-
ing apparatus according to claim 1, the wireless ter-
minal program causing the computer to realize:

an information reception function of receiving
synchronization information, individual data,
and timing information for a wireless terminal
from the information transmitted in the basic
frame based on timing information received in a
preceding basic frame; and
a state control function of setting the information

reception function to an operating state at least
during periods for receiving the synchronization
information, the individual data, and the timing
information, and to a sleep state in other periods.
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